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Air massage
Aerofeel
Relax in the rippling effect of bursting bubbles
Aerofeel rides the wellness wave with individual quiet air jets and check valves providing
immaculate purity. Intelligently positioned around the interior wall and in tub’s backrest, tiny
openings create a gentle rippling massage caressing your skin from head to toe. Aerofeel also
includes an oval-shaped heated backrest (not available on combined systems).

MAAX perimeter air system: Technology. Hygiene. Purity.
MAAX perimeter air system incorporates by far the most hygienic and the quietest design on the market,
ensuring a most exhilarating experience of wellness.

Features & Benefits

Advanced check valve technology
The quiet air injectors used in our perimeter air system
feature a check valve system to ensure water does not
flow back into the system. When air is pushed through
the airjets, the valve is opened, and a relaxing ripple effect
is created in the tub. When the air blower shuts off, the
valve activates, preventing backflow of water and keeping
the system dry. Soothing oils and even exotic mud bath
preparations can enhance your daily massage session.

Automated drying cycle
The system’s automatic drying cycle activates
20 minutes after each bath session, purging any water
droplets that may be left on the outside of the air injectors,
limiting deposits. The reliable technology behind MAAX
systems ensures that you enjoy a hygienic, gentle and
relaxing massage.
Up to 35% quieter than competitive systems

FDA-approved feeding tube
Non-porous, waterproof piping is used to distribute air to the injectors. Compliant with strict Food and Drug Administration
standards, the pipe material guarantees an immaculate interior environment that prevents bacteria from lodging in any
porous walls. All this means that both the safety of your system and your massage experience can be summed up in one
word: perfect!
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Air massage
Features & Benefits (cont’d)
A

36-59 perimeter quiet airjets with check valves intelligently positioned to provide a gentle rippling,
caressing massage

B

Pre-warmed air pushed through an FDA (Food and Drug Administration) tube bringing you the most
hygienic system on the market

C

Oval-shaped heated backrest providing you a warm sensation across your shoulders and neck.
5-6 airjets in the back

D

Drying cycle starts automatically 20 minutes after each bath session whether you use the system or not

E

Retro-lit digital control with electronic timer and multi-speeds, water detector safety block, temperature
detector and 1 memory setting for personalized massage action

F

Gentle, cradling massage for total body experience and up to 35 % quieter than competitive systems
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A Retro-Lit Digital Control:
• A display screen that provides information
such as water temperature, the remaining
massage time, the water level and a
control for the various therapies

EASY 6-BUTTON CONTROL PANEL

• A therapy memory function with one
memory key that allows you to set
your preferences for your next baths
• Control of massage time and intensity

25-year warranty on check valves
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Air massage
Aeroeffect
Relax in the rippling effect of bursting bubbles
Aeroeffect fills your bath with therapeutic air bubbles streaming from tiny holes surrounding
the bathtub wall. Designed for relaxation and peace of mind, the system uses check valve technology
ensuring the most hygienic system on the market.

Air Therapy perimeter air system by MAAX: Technology. Hygiene. Purity.
MAAX perimeter air system incorporates by far the most hygienic and quietest design on the market,
ensuring a most exhilarating experience of wellness.

Features & Benefits

Advanced check valve technology
The quiet air injectors used in our perimeter air system
feature a check valve system to ensure water does not
flow back into the system. When air is pushed through
the airjets, the valve is opened, and a relaxing ripple effect
is created in the tub. When the air blower shuts off, the
valve activates, preventing backflow of water and keeping
the system dry. Soothing oils and even exotic mud bath
preparations can enhance your daily massage session.

Automated drying cycle
The system’s automatic drying cycle activates 20 minutes
after each bath session, purging any water droplets that may
be left on the outside of the air injectors, limiting deposits.
The reliable technology behind MAAX systems ensures that
you enjoy a hygienic, gentle and relaxing massage.
Up to 35% quieter than competitive systems
3-speed air push control.

FDA-approved feeding tube
Non-porous, waterproof piping is used to distribute air to the injectors. Compliant with strict US Food and Drug
Administration standards, the pipe material guarantees an immaculate interior environment that prevents bacteria from
lodging in any porous walls. All this means that both the safety of your system and your massage experience can be
summed up in one word: perfect!
25-year warranty on check valves
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Air massage
Aerosens
Air injection massage system. Aerosens system fills your bath with therapeutic air bubbles streaming
from tiny holes surrounding the bathtub wall. The sparkling water will gently enfold you from head to toe
giving you an encompassing massage. Offer yourself an airpool of wellness with this simple and affordable
system designed for everyday relaxation.

Features & Benefits

Advanced check valve technology

Automated drying cycle

The quiet air injectors used in our perimeter air system
feature a check valve system to ensure water does not
flow back into the system. When air is pushed through
the airjets, the valve is opened, and a relaxing ripple effect
is created in the tub. When the air blower shuts off, the
valve activates, preventing backflow of water and keeping
the system dry. Soothing oils and even exotic mud bath
preparations can enhance your daily massage session.

The system’s automatic drying cycle activates 20 minutes
after each bath session, purging any water droplets that
may be left on the outside of the air injectors, limiting
deposits. The reliable technology behind MAAX systems
ensures that you enjoy a hygienic, gentle and relaxing
massage.

FDA-approved feeding tube
Non-porous, waterproof piping is used to distribute air to the injectors. Compliant with strict US Food and Drug
Administration standards, the pipe material guarantees an immaculate interior environment that prevents bacteria from
lodging in any porous walls. All this means that both the safety of your system and your massage experience can be
summed up in one word: perfect!
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Maax air perimeter air system incorporates by far the most hygienic and
quietest design on the market, ensuring a most exhilarating experience of
wellness. Air injectors equipped with check valves prevent mildew
build-up caused by still water

2

32 to 47 perimeter air injectors
1-speed air blower

3

On/off push button automatic drying cycle after using system
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